Creating
Creating
Creating
Creating

space
ambience
function
possibilities...

•

Creating a home more reflective of you

•

Creating comfortable rooms and liveable
interiors that are timeless

•

Needing a refresh, trans-seasonal update

•

Initial consultation - discussion on style,
colour, outcome, budget

•

Moving into a new home or changing
family needs

•

Sourcing of items to compliment clients style

•

Tailoring services to your needs, budget
and style

•

Decision making - viewing of goods by client

•

Buying, ordering, co-ordinating delivery

•

Planning and communication is an
ongoing process

•

Styling

•

Live, Relax, Escape

How we work together:

With careful thought and imagination any home can be transformed into a stylish and comfortable
environment, reflecting the owners personality and lifestyle. A home needs to be a mix of textures,
fabrics, tones, colour, patterns to give it life and interest. Many people think employing a professional
stylist will blow the budget. In fact this is not true as we tailor our service to your individual needs and
your budget. You may desire an entire facelift or simply a couple of hours of advice.
I love coming into a room and seeing how magnificent it can be...After subtle changes it can make the
most extraordinary difference to a person’s home...And their life.
In todays busy world, I believe that interior design plays a key role in creating a special place to relax
and simply ‘chill out’. We are all busy, so it’s great to delight in a favourite chair, embrace your bedroom
or enjoy beautiful candles while taking long baths. Each person has a different idea of what they want in
their interior, so guiding my clients to create a variety of spaces to unwind and enjoy is paramount. I’m
passionate about working with you and understanding what’s important to you, then using these ideas to
create your special space.
Consider : What am I trying to create? How do I want to feel in this space.
I have seen trends come and go and relish the challenge of interpreting the latest look that best suits my
client’s needs and taste. I like to create comfortable rooms and liveable interiors that are timeless.
Interior Design can be very similar to fashion, where anything goes...a reflection of a personality.
It is important to remember the created environment has to continue long after Creating Style has left, so
planning and communication is an on going process.
Essential to this partnership, one theme is a constant - comfort, practicality, functionality and beauty.

SALLY WALVIN
Interior Stylist

0416 136 049
sallycreatingstyle@hotmail.com

